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Introduction
The whitepaper provides comprehensive information about Kombat including gameplay
and other game-wise features such as the token economy, especially the NFTs. The
whitepaper helps players keep up with further development of Kombat Game and
understand how the game's economy operates more quickly and accurately.

Almost all cryptocurrencies are decentralized networks based on blockchain technology.
These digital currencies are not issued by any central authority, making them impossible
to manipulate by the government. The Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is a network available
on the blockchain which is primarily used for running smart contract-based applications.

Notice and disclaimer
The whitepaper may be continuously updated through various stages by the development
to suit the game scenario and contribute to the development of quality, user experience
by KombatFinace.
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What is $Kombat?
ONE OF ITS KIND - FightToEarn 3D game on the Binance smart
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Kombat BSC is a 3D Classic Fight To Earn game with
blockchain technology integrated directly into the game

In the Kombat BSC gaming universe, anybody can play
and earn.
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The token $Kombat is a crypto token which is available

STEP

We give focus on the entertainment of our users and the
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on Binance Smart Chain (BSC).

decentralized gaming community.

The Token $Kombat is a decentralised crypto coin that
provides instant rewards to active users in $Kombat
Tokens
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Values

Our Vision
The economic system for play-to-earn blockchain games is developing exponentially, So
we believe that gaming on blockchain networks is the way of the future. Our success is
built on our innovation and never-ending commitment to new challenges. As a result, you
may discover that some of the knowledge you gather is useful in the future.

WHY PLAY WITH US?
PEN FOR GLOBAL PARTICIPANTS;
Inside the new gaming technology, where tokenized game currencies and blockchainbased game characters will revolutionize the industry. All gamers should have the
opportunity to earn from their skill inside the games and be rewarded for contributing to
the success of those video games.
$Kombat give the advantage to allow unrestricted and decentralized cross-border
transactions. We will bring about a financial revolution where everyone will be more
financially connected, empowered, and capable.
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We Focus On the Following
Community Empowerment: We want our members to have full ownership of their
assets and know that their feedback, suggestions, and participation makes a difference in
the growth of KombatFinance.
Strong Ecosystem: We aim to provide a fair, balanced, transparent and self-sustaining
ecosystem where all players are incentivized to play and earn assets.
An excellent game: As gaming enthusiasts, we don't overlook any angle and we are
driven to create an absolutely amazing gaming experience
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RoadMap
PHASE 01
Presale Initial stealth
Launch on Pancakeswap
600 holders
600 telegram members
Stickers for the telegram group
worldwide communities
Application to Coinsniper,
coinhunt, Watcherguru, etc

PHASE 02
CoinGecko application and listing
Meme contest + Giveaways
LitePaper creation
Poocoin banners and influencers
2,000 holders and application to CMC

PHASE 03

DApp internal testing

CMC listing
Logo on TrustWallet & BscScan
First NFT Giveaway
TechRate Audit
AMAs
More community events
Hiring new dedicated team members
Game Release
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Phase 4
Public dashboard goes live (DAPPS)
Internal Testing of NFT Marketplace
Various Partnerships & Sponsorships
Advertising
campaign expansion
Yahoo Finance, Benzinga, MarketWatch,
and Bloomberg articles
Website overhaul

PHASE 05

25,000 holder
100,000 holders Expansion of roadmap
Certik audit
Staking
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Fees - Tokenomics
2% - Liquidity Automatically added to LP pool to solidify price floor.
3% - Allocation for marketing and buyback Used for Kombat Marketing to sustain growth
of the token in the long term.
1% - Developer - Contract developer is allocated 1% of all transactions to keep
consistency off their proficiency in our smart contract code.
1% - Team development - Allocation for our software engineers and UNITY development
team working behind our game UI. As well as for the Kombat Team's behalf.
3% - Allocation for game development - Used for the development/updates on the
Kombat game to ensure a sustainability of continues growth for the token in the long term.

3% - allocation for game
development

1% - allocation for team development

2% - Liquidity

1% - Developer.

3% - Allocation for marketing
and buyback
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Socials
KombatBSC
@KombatBSC
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